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Evaluation is important for data visualization because it can help us to understand whether a system is achieving its intended goals and how well (or not) it is doing so. The evaluation of mobile visualizations builds upon research and knowledge gained from data visualization broadly, but it provides an additional set of challenges. There are many reasons to evaluate mobile visualizations with people, including potential
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end users and experts. However, depending on the research questions that one wants to answer and the intended audience, different methods are needed. In the mobile information visualization domain, there is a broad continuum of research questions that can be answered by an evaluation study. Some goals include validating rapid perception of differences in data, while others focus on examining the long-term use of visualizations and whether seeing a visualization over months leads to their intended impact on users. Very different methods, time scales of research, and participant recruitment strategies are needed depending on the questions that one wants to answer. This chapter will explore the literature, discussing a variety of goals and evaluation approaches, highlighting best practices and making recommendations for future approaches to evaluating mobile visualizations.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Evaluation is a vitally important yet extremely challenging aspect of data visualization [18, 70]. Visualization developers often want to compare their approach to that of others, or they may simply want to assess if their approach is achieving its intended goals. Visualization researchers have drawn from all that has been learned about evaluation from fields such as Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Psychology, and others. Data visualization offers its own unique set of challenges, however, with many involving the difficulty of evaluating the utility of a visualization. Mobile visualization presents even more challenges including the purpose and context of use, diversity of potential users, and variety of display devices, to name just a few.

As discussed in Chapter 1, mobile data visualizations are developed for many different purposes, and researchers from many disciplines design and create mobile data visualizations. Whether they are interested in measuring human perception of differences in information presentation, trying to visualize a dataset in a new way to derive insights, or trying to create successful long-term behavior change in a diverse set of users, researchers often have vastly different goals when setting out on a new visualization project.

Perhaps in part due to the different disciplines of researchers involved in creating mobile visualizations, a common set of best practices for their evaluation has not emerged. Researchers from the InfoVis, Mobile HCI, and Ubiquitous Computing communities, respectively, have traditionally used different sets of methods with different sets of research participants to evaluate their work. If one is only concerned about human perceptions of differences, long-term, longitudinal studies are not needed, and a short in-lab study can often suffice. However, behavior change is a long process that can take months (or even years) to measure, and therefore needs long-term studies with participants that carefully match the broader population to determine a system’s effectiveness in real world conditions. Chapter 5 of this book further explores this continuum from perception to behavior change.

The domain of mobile devices brings new challenges to evaluating information visualizations. Mobile devices are more commonly used in the background throughout the day, in short bursts of activity, compared to longer and more purposeful interactions with desktop systems. Mobile devices also have a broad range of device characteristics,
with differing screen sizes, resolutions, brightness levels, and other technical aspects that can alter a user’s ability to perceive differences in a visualization. Ultra-small mobile devices, such as smartwatches, impose even greater constraints. The places where users choose to engage with mobile visualizations are also quite varied. Some might be used in bright sunlight while running, on a bumpy public bus, or while one’s hands are full with other objects. These constraints mean that traditional, lab-based evaluation while seated at a desk with standard lighting conditions, are increasingly not appropriate methods to evaluate these systems that will be used in different situations and settings outside of an office.

Mobile devices are also ubiquitous in today’s world. Therefore mobile visualizations often have an audience of the general public, over earlier work in the information visualization domain that was often focused on domain experts or other more highly educated individuals. When deploying systems to the general population, it is important to remember that a significant proportion of adults (studies have identified 41% of Americans as well as 44% of Germans [39]) have low graph literacy skills in understanding very simple bar and pie charts, and two-thirds of American adults do not have a bachelor’s degree [17]. Therefore, with any visualization that one wishes the general public to use, it is important to recruit participants that match that broader population. Evaluations with college students or staff will lead to skewed results of use and understanding of data compared to a general population.

Furthermore, like the people using mobile devices, the devices themselves are quite diverse. Mobile displays vary in size, form factor, resolution, and input capabilities, as well as other characteristics. For example, many older mobile devices do not have the high-definition displays and the pixel scaling ratios of newer models, and thus cannot display visualizations at a comparable level of detail. Many people, especially those in developing countries, are using older phones as well as basic feature phones with smaller screens and limited touch capabilities. Addressing this diversity of devices in evaluations is important.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss existing best practices for evaluating visualizations, discuss our method for discovering and exploring different goals for evaluation, and then will explore best practices for each of these goals in turn. While there are obvious overlaps to the evaluation methods covered in Chapter 5, we cover goals and evaluation methods for mobile visualizations more broadly, going beyond what are necessary for glanceable visualizations. We will conclude with a discussion about the current state of mobile visualization evaluation and open areas of research in this domain.

### 6.2 BACKGROUND

The HCI community has made great strides toward effectively evaluating the usability of software systems. Techniques for determining whether a person can effectively use a piece of software are now commonplace and employed widely throughout the information technology community. Recent books about HCI lay out both methods and best practices for conducting such evaluations [60, 67].
The field of data visualization has leveraged much of that knowledge, but it also introduces some new challenges. One of the primary challenges in evaluating visualizations is the importance of determining a system’s utility. While usability is often the evaluation focus of HCI, utility goes beyond it and toward the effective and beneficial application of the software for achieving greater goals. Specifically within the visualization domain, utility involves interpretation of visual representations of data for better understanding of the data and use in subsequent sensemaking and decision-making. Is a visualization helping viewers understand the depicted data better? Can viewers then make better decisions based on the improved data understanding? What kind of reaction, reflection, or memory does the visualization spur?

Plaisant [70] identifies the key challenges in evaluating visualizations and explains why this process is so difficult. Example issues that she calls out are the need for longer term assessments, for ways to judge whether a visualization can answer questions that a person does not know they have, and for methods to identify beneficial discoveries or general awareness facilitated by a visualization. She calls for more repositories of example data and tasks, as well as case studies and success stories.

Carpendale builds upon those thoughts and provides an in-depth tutorial of visualization evaluation methods and challenges [18]. She states that three key features are desirable to evaluation: generalizability, precision, and realism. She then describes a variety of quantitative and qualitative methods that visualization evaluators could utilize, explaining the methodological details, challenges, and threats to validity that each face. Ultimately, her goal is to provide guidance to others for choosing an evaluation approach.

When determining which evaluation method to use, fundamentally, one must first determine the ultimate goal of the evaluation. For example, is the goal to determine whether a person can accurately interpret what they see, or possibly it is to determine whether the visualization provides a greater understanding of the underlying data thus assisting subsequent decision-making. Depending on the objective of the evaluation, a variety of metrics may be appropriate to achieve that goal. Determining what to measure is one of the fundamental steps of any evaluation process. Of course, the next question is how to measure it. A wide variety of evaluation techniques have been proposed, with each providing specific benefits and challenges.

One of the most common evaluation approaches for visualizations is a controlled experiment. Study participants are given a series of benchmark tasks to perform while using a visualization. In some cases, multiple visualizations may be employed in a comparative study seeking to understand how they perform against each other. Potential metrics for this type of evaluation are the task success rate, time to completion, and number of errors made. These types of studies and their metrics are typically more quantitative in nature, and are viewed as being more objective. However, while these studies provide a large degree of internal validity, meaning that they can be replicated in the same exact lab conditions, they often lack external validity, meaning that they often cannot be replicated in real world situations with real devices and diverse people out in their natural contexts and activities.

Other forms of evaluation are much more observational and interpretive in nature. These types of studies usually seek ecological validity and thus emphasize observation of
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a visualization’s use and application in realistic environments and scenarios. Frequently, these types of evaluations involve significant interaction with users of the visualization including interviews and capturing use over time. These types of evaluations are much more qualitative in nature and seek to accurately interpret and understand people’s use of and opinions about the visualizations. However, these studies can also capture objective measures related to behavior change over time in order to augment the more qualitative data from interviews and diaries.

Shneiderman and Plaisant advocated for these more observational and interpretive methods, arguing that short-term lab-based studies simply will not be sufficient for evaluating visualizations. The researchers specifically articulate the need and motivations for longer-term studies of deployed visualization use [84]. They introduce the Multi-dimensional In-depth Long-term Case (MILC) methodology that is more like a case study, examining in-depth usage of a visualization by a few individuals. This type of evaluation has gained increasing traction within the visualization community.

Another form of evaluation does not involve studies with sets of target audience, but instead employs expert reviews of a software system. The Insight-based evaluation methodology is a hybrid form of a controlled experiment and an expert review. It attempts to quantify the number of insights generated in the use of a visualization [81]. Evaluation participants, who must be at least knowledgeable in the domain of the data being presented, use different visualizations while the evaluators count and measure information such as the time to reach the first insight, count of insights, and domain value of the insights. Although it is conceptually appealing, this technique is quite methodologically challenging to implement.

More recently, Wall et al. proposed the ICE-T evaluation methodology that provides a heuristic-based discount evaluation approach [88], a form of expert review. The technique employs a hierarchy of evaluation heuristics under four primary components: insight, confidence, essence, and time. Evaluators who bring knowledge of data visualization rate a system on each of the heuristics, ultimately producing a score for the visualization that estimates its value and utility for helping to understand the underlying data. The technique is designed to be fast and easy to deploy, not requiring interactions with potential users.

More recently, researchers have begun to look beyond performance-based metrics such as a visualization’s usability and utility [80, 89]. Alternative metrics such as the memorability of a visualization or the engagement, and the enjoyment it provides, also may be important.

Lam et al. conducted a meta-study of information visualization evaluations, drawing from 361 academic papers discussing some type of visualization evaluation [58]. The researchers identified seven primary evaluation scenarios under two high-level goals: understanding data analysis and understanding visualizations. For each of the seven categories, they then describe its goals and outputs, evaluation questions, methods, and list examples. Isenberg et al. subsequently expanded this review to other subareas of visualization [47]. The authors reported that measuring visualization system’s resulting images and its algorithmic performance has been the most predominant evaluation methods, and only recently, there has been a steady increase in evaluation methods that include participants.
Moving beyond work in Data Visualization, the Ubiquitous Computing and Mobile HCI communities also have developed a large set of methods for use in evaluating the use of technology in the wild. The goals of many of these studies have been to understand how technology is adopted into everyday life and how people alter their behavior when given a new system. Many of these studies therefore employ short and long-term field study methods, where participants interact with a system throughout their own daily life as they see fit, and the evaluation is meant to measure their understanding of the data collected, specific changes to behavior that have been made, or to understand if enough data can be collected at high quality to make a system feasible for use in the world.

Diary Studies [68] are frequently used to understand specific actions that people take in a system over time when interacting with a system naturally outside of controlled lab conditions. Participants can leave voicemail entries, complete paper worksheets, or online surveys to leave details of specific interactions that they had with the system close to the time of usage, while memories are still fresh. Diaries are often combined with Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [3, 30], where an application prompts a participant for feedback about their experiences at random times throughout the day or after specific events take place (e.g., after logging food in a diet tracking application). Both of these methods are particularly important for studying the use of mobile systems, as interactions take place in the world over time and are not directly observable by researchers. Gathering data about a person’s experience as close as possible to the interaction helps to improve the accuracy of the data collected as experiences are recent and not recalled weeks or months later in an interview. A thorough review of both of these methods can be found in Consolvo et al.’s Mobile User Research book [26].

Other field study methods can involve Contextual Inquiry [46], where researchers travel to locations where participants typically engage in an activity and study existing practices or the use of a new system within that context. This method can help researchers to understand environmental variables (e.g., noise, light, distractions, network conditions) that can impact use of a system in real world contexts.

Finally, often researchers need to conduct a formal experimental study to validate that a design meets a specific objective. Whether this is a classic A/B test, first explored by Google in 2000, where a random sample of users get one experience and the rest get a control, or a more complex experimental design [44], experiments can prove that a given experience can change a user’s behavior in a statistically measurable way. Often, this is required for field studies of behavior change systems in order to prove that they perform better than existing approaches or interview-based methods without a system in place.

Overall, these varied methods have been applied to a wide range of systems by researchers working in several adjacent disciplines. However, what was lacking in the community was a more systematic investigation of how these methods could be used in the evaluation of mobile visualizations in particular. The remainder of the chapter will explore this topic.
6.3 METHOD

We conducted a literature review through searching on Google Scholar and the ACM Digital library to identify papers that include a visualization on a mobile device and were evaluated directly with end users in some way. This search included both directed search for papers that we were familiar with as long-time researchers in the field, branching off from those papers based on citations, and more general searches of the databases for keywords related to mobile visualizations. We also looked through proceedings of recent Ubicomp/IMWUT, Mobile HCI, CHI, and InfoVis conferences.

In total, we reviewed 31 papers that met our criteria and represented a wide range of systems from each of the research communities that create and evaluate mobile visualizations. For each paper that we found, we identified the evaluation method used as well as the primary goal of the evaluation (e.g., perception, usability, behavior change). These codes for the primary goal evolved as we examined additional papers until we arrived at the set of six that are explored in the next section.

We further examined papers in each of the goal areas to identify common methods and best practices for research that can answer a variety of types of research questions. For example, very different methods are required if one wants to see if participants can perceive a difference between two bars compared to one that is trying to quantify behavior changes that participants make over a 90-day period as a result of having a particular visualization in their lives.

The following sections will introduce the framework of six evaluation goals for studying mobile visualization systems and then will explore each goal in additional detail, covering the methods and typical study designs used when faced with each evaluation goal.

6.4 FRAMEWORK

After reviewing the literature using the method above, we settled on six goals for conducting evaluations of mobile visualizations. These goals, as shown in Table 6.1, form a rough hierarchy, whereby questions at the top of the list should be explored before answering more involved questions below.

**Perception:** At its simplest, the most basic goal of evaluating a visualization is to see if a participant can perceive it. Can they recognize what is shown and differences between data representations? For example, one might want to know if a participant can tell that one slice of a circular graph is larger than another.

**Usability:** The next goal is to see if a participant can interact with the visualization and if the visualization is usable. For example, can a participant navigate to the correct data, filter it in meaningful ways, and understand the various controls and UI elements of the visualization? It is important to understand if a visualization is usable before going through the effort of running a feasibility study, as quick design iterations can improve the interaction and increase the likelihood that users will stick with the system long enough to capture the data needed to support long term goals.

**Feasibility:** Mobile visualizations often are powered with data that is collected out in the world, often on mobile devices themselves. The next goal is to evaluate
if a visualization is feasible. Can the appropriate amount and accuracy of data be collected to lead to meaningful experiences? These types of evaluations might have a participant collect data for several weeks, and then see what could be populated into their visualization to see if real-world data collection can power the design.

Understanding: The final three goals of mobile evaluation involve participants being able to take meaning away from the visualization. The most basic of these goals involves understanding the real-world meaning behind what they are seeing. Where the basic goal of perception is typically agnostic of the data (e.g., bar 1 is longer than bar 2), this goal involves understanding what the data actually means (e.g., you walked a little more on Tuesday compared to Wednesday).

Reflection and Insights: Moving beyond understanding comes reflection and data insights. Here, the goal is to see if participants can go beyond the data itself to uncover something more complex about their lives or the underlying data. For example, a participant might see that every Sunday he walks less than other days of the week, or that a particular variable is trending up or down over time.
**Behavior Change:** Finally, the most complex goal is understanding if participants are changing their behavior based on the visualization. In these evaluations, participants often live with a design in their life for weeks or months, and the goal is to see if the visualization leads them to change behaviors—to walk more, drink less, find a faster route through traffic, etc.

These six goals are not always explored in isolation. As we will discuss with the examples in the next section, often a project will span several goals—for example, exploring perception and understanding together, or data insights and behavior change together. However they do build on each other. If a given system does not meet the goals on the top of the list, then it will be very difficult to meet the more complex goals below. For example, if a person cannot perceive a difference or understand the data, it is quite unlikely that they can produce accurate data insights or change their behavior based on a trustworthy interpretation of the data.

### 6.5 Evaluation Methods

We will now move through Table 6.1, exploring example research projects as case studies under each evaluation goal as well as best practices for choosing methods, research participants, durations of studies, and evaluation metrics for each category.

#### 6.5.1 Perception

One of the more fundamental criteria of a good visual display is whether it is perceptually legible. Activating the appropriate perceptual mechanisms is vital to identifying key aspects of a graph or a visualization. As such, designers can guide their choices based on low-level visual processing of the information display [90]. The perceptibility of visual information on mobile, often smaller displays, is distinct from our understanding of guidelines for presenting graphs on paper, or even on a fixed desktop screen. Often, visual content is consumed while moving or on-the-go and this alone can generate significant variability in terms of screen glare and color disturbance, as much data has to be compressed on a smaller display. Further, these visualizations frequently accommodate a primary task the user may be engaged with, such as jogging, and therefore users can possibly be less attentive to the display, making the need for fast and accurate perception of the data critical. The smaller display or displays of varying form-factors and resolutions further exacerbate the designer’s task for identifying the optimal rules under which to display data. Under these constraints it is evident that a first stage that involves assessing the perceptual limits or perceptibility of a design is necessary for suitable mobile information displays.

Perceptual assessments were initially popular when mobile visual displays were primarily geared at showing spatial information, such as points-of-interest on a map [21]. For such a problem, choosing any non-trivial display can often result in portraying far too much in a small display region. A common approach involves filtering the data and navigating to elements of interest. However, this does not eliminate the necessity to visually parse through content, as it is cognitively demanding to pan and zoom through a display [15], but further also forces users to lose the global context
when inspecting details. The small display in such types of datasets also results in placing content outside the display’s viewport, also commonly referred to as off-screen content. Techniques such as Halos [4] resolve this concern by placing concentric circles centered at the off-screen points-of-interest. Furthermore, the Wedge [42] relies on the Gestalt principle of amodal completion [34] by providing a small section of the visible arc, along with two ‘legs’ that would form a triangle, with the tip placed at the off-screen object location. In validating their visualizations, the researchers resorted to asking participants to provide their best estimate of the off-screen target locations, but on an emulated mobile device presented on a desktop. While mobile emulation can assess the perceptual limits of such techniques, it lacks the degree of ecological validity needed to fully capture visualization when viewed on an actual mobile device. Furthermore, such perceptual tasks do not capture on-the-go contexts, as the targets were placed in static positions. To offer a more ecologically valid task, Gustafson and Irani [43] made the points-of-interest ‘disappear’ as would be common when the user would move through an environment. Their evaluation was also carried out on a mobile emulation, lacking the rigour needed to fully gauge the ability to quickly glance and perceive the visual changes on the screen.

While such earlier perceptual evaluations were geared at understanding the effectiveness of the visualizations, current interest for displaying content on mobile devices has predominantly focused toward the evaluation of data charts [10]. Graphs, including line graphs, bar charts and even pie or donut graphs, have gained recent popularity for their ability to scale in size while still preserving a general sense of the content. These are often displayed on very small smartwatch displays, for the general consumer interested in taking a peek at their heart rate or other measurable biometrics, often produced by the worn device. They are not spatially constrained, as with points-of-interest on a map, but yet have to portray as accurately as possible the underlying dataset. Producing generic guidelines for displaying content suitably on such small devices is challenging, as smartwatches are extremely limited in terms of pixel resolution. Yet, these visual displays need to be sufficiently glanceable (to enable quick perception of the key graph content). Furthermore, smartwatches being either circular or rectilinear add additional perceptual constraints on how best to present the graph [64].

Inspiration can be drawn from a wide number of visualization techniques that have been designed and proposed and that could be suitable for small screens. For example, that specifically compress data pixels along a given axis (usually the y-axis) have be adapted to displaying charts on small screens.

Drawing inspiration from techniques such as HorizonGraphs [79] and SparkLines [87], Neshati et al. introduced G-Sparks [64] that compresses the visual pixels to present as much as possible on a small screen. Their evaluations were carried out directly on a smartwatch display, thus offering a more ecological valid baseline for future designs. Similarly, Blascheck et al. performed a perceptual study that asked participants to compare data points from three chart types, on a smartwatch display, while seated a fixed distance away from the device [9]. The researchers sought to find out how quickly people can perform a very basic task—to ultimately understand whether certain charts might be useful in situations where people can
only quickly glance at a watch (e.g., while doing sports, driving, etc.). Their results suggested that Bar and Donut charts performed similarly while Radial Bar charts performed the worst. They provide guidelines on the glanceability of such graphs for small displays.

Pushing the tradition of graphical perception experiments further, Brehmer et al. conducted a series of crowdsourced experiments on participants’ mobile devices [12, 11]. They demonstrated that it is feasible to directly deploy experimental software on participants’ mobile devices to run controlled experiments and to collect measures such as task completion time, error, and subjective feedback. To identify effective ways to present ranges over time on small displays, the researchers compared two visual encodings for time-oriented data—linear layout vs. radial layout, while also varying the data granularity, data sources, and task types [12]. In a later study, the researchers conducted a comparative evaluation of animation and small multiples for trend visualization on mobile devices [11]. In both studies, the research team leveraged Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), a popular crowdsourcing platform, to recruit about 100 participants. To ensure instruction compliance and data quality, various techniques (e.g., minimum instruction reading time, interruption monitoring) were embedded in the experimental platform. Participants recruited via AMT were in a range of physical settings using a diversity of devices, ideally being more reflective of when and where they would use their mobile device, with no physical presence of an observer watching them. Such a method comes with a loss in consistency, and like college student participants, crowdworkers constitute a specific demographic that may not be representative of the intended target population for the visualization. However, with quality control measures in place, mobile visualization evaluation applications deployed via crowdsourcing platforms have the edge in its capability to recruit many participants within a short time period.

Previously proposed studies evaluating the visual efficacy of common graphs on small displays often limit the assessment, for practical reasons, to only a few conditions. Namely, tasks given to participants require a comparison among different points, such as identifying the minimum or maximum within the graph, detecting the slope direction, or differences among points [9]. Such tasks have been commonly used for assessing the legibility of data graphs on typical displays. Furthermore, current devices are equipped with legacy visual designs, such as bar or line graphs. However, it is unclear whether these are also the best suited for tasks needed by participants wearing small displays. Amini et al. [1] sought to identify what may be common tasks participants could benefit from in mobile conditions, and how to support these visually. The authors collected such tasks from those already equipped with a smartwatch and asked designers to produce suitable visual presentations. Very few among these were considered standard among the visualizations used on such small displays. This exercise thus leads to rethinking our approach to evaluating visual designs, by first developing an initial understanding of commonly needed tasks, and then adapting our presentation to these.
6.5.2 Usability

As the mobile phone has become the de facto platform for people to access information, conducting usability evaluations in a mobile environment has become common as well. Usability evaluation is a critical step to ensure that the user interface designed for a mobile environment functions as we expect and meets the requirements of the end users. Tasks for mobile usability studies deal with why and how people interact with information on the screen, as well as what people enter [13]. In a traditional usability study, researchers measure how effectively or efficiently a system supports people’s tasks, typically in a controlled lab setting [32]. Usability is measured through success rate (whether participants can perform the task at all), task completion time, error rate, and participant’s subjective satisfaction [65]. Collecting such measures will help companies, researchers, or developers assess their original design in comparison to a redesign or a competitor’s product, and help improve the design of the interface iteratively.

In comparison to evaluating desktop-based applications, usability testing for mobile is different in three aspects. First, special equipment (e.g., document camera, webcam) and software may be required to record the mobile screen, which would allow real-time projection and monitoring of the mobile screen. Sometimes, mobile (e.g., Eyezag [36]) and head-mounted (e.g., Tobii Pro [72]) eye-tracking devices are used to capture people’s natural viewing behavior or “areas of interest.” Incorporating eye-tracking in a usability evaluation, researchers can capture a comprehensive picture of people’s experience with a mobile user interface, as in the case of Cheng et al.’s usability study, which was aimed to evaluate people’s mobile browsing and searching behaviors on a mobile device [20].

Second, as mobile devices are used across a broad range of places and contexts (e.g., in the car, on the street, standing or walking), creating a realistic mobility testing environment with high ecological validity may be necessary. To create such usability testing environments, researchers have created simulated walking conditions using a treadmill (e.g., [62, 2]) or conducted studies on a closed course (e.g., hallway) (e.g., [63]). Notably, Kane et al. created a “Walking user interfaces” (WUIs) that adapt their layout (e.g., button sizes) when the participant is moving [49]). WUIs were evaluated in an outdoor public plaza where other people besides the participant were frequently standing, walking, and interacting with one another. Hincapié-Ramos and Irani also designed WUIs, which provide safety visual cues of obstacles to prevent collision for those who use mobile phones while walking [45]. To evaluate the system in a realistic setting, participants were asked to walk down the university cafeteria where an “actor” was present to provoke potential collisions (e.g., cut the participants’ path orthogonally) [45].

A third aspect of interest in mobile usability studies is the additional focus of the assessment—the different interaction repertoire available on or with mobile devices that are not available in desktop solutions. Such interactions include cross-device interaction techniques leveraging spatially-aware mobile devices to counteract the limited screen space of single mobile device [59]. In Langner et al.’s work, a preliminary
usability testing was performed to get quick feedback on the key interaction concepts and workflow before they built the final prototype [59].

The number of participants recruited in these mobile usability studies are similar to that of typical usability study counterparts, ranging from 10 to 30 participants. Sometimes, mobile usability study can be done completely remotely on the participant’s phone. In such a case, detailed logging or installing software (e.g., TeamViewer) to project participants’ mobile screen is necessary to capture their behaviors.

Evaluating usability will always be an important step toward designing novel visualization systems. Using creative methods like the ones we mentioned above will particularly be helpful in situating and capturing people’s realistic mobile experience with smartphones and smartwatches, providing us with useful insights that might have not been possible from employing traditional usability testing methods.

6.5.3 Feasibility

When developing a new visualization technique, or applying an established one to a new domain or means of data collection, evaluating if you can feasibly collect the amount and quality of data that you need to power the visualization is often necessary. Mobile visualizations add to this need since the data that powers the visualization is often collected from the phone or physical environment over time and can often be spotty or inaccurate due to the nature of consumer-grade mobile sensors. There are several aspects that researchers need to address when checking for the feasibility of a mobile visualization. These include compliance rates, retrieving data from sensors in real world situations, and data quality.

If a system involves participants needing to manually log or upload data, understanding the compliance rate is critical to understand if it will provide enough data, and that the data is not biased to particular days or times of day. For example, if participants only provide data in the evenings, it might not represent their behaviors throughout the day. Or if participants do not engage in providing data on weekends, key aspects of their lives may be left out. It is also important to ensure that you can collect enough data to power your visualization. If you need 100 data points, how long will it take participants to provide that many? What attrition might occur due to fatigue or lack of benefits until enough data is provided?

When evaluating a system that collects sensed data (e.g., heart rate, location), understanding the error rates, sampling frequencies, and battery impact to the device might be necessary in order to understand if a given visualization is feasible. Mobile sensors, such as location, often have error margins associated with them. Location in particular can have several hundreds of meters of error when indoors or when using network-based location technologies when saving power. Using GPS frequently could drain a participant’s battery. Other sensors, such as pedometers might have greater than 20% error [86], or participants might not wear them every day or for every activity [27]. Feasibility evaluations can help researchers to understand the data that particular sensors can provide in real-world situations.

Since most visualizations require a certain amount or quality of data to function, it is critical to understand if your system will provide appropriate data before continuing
on with a longer and likely more expensive field evaluation, for example those in
the behavior change section below. It is also critical to be able to show or mimic
realistic data when performing studies of visualization understanding (in the following
subsection). Presenting participants with overly idealistic data will not lead to valid
conclusions about how your system will function in the wild with real data.

Several methods can be used to check the feasibility of a visualization, mostly
depending on where the data is coming from. If the data is coming from end users,
these studies typically include pilot field studies where a small group of participants,
typically around 10 to 15, interact with your system for a few weeks. It is important
that these participants are representative of your target user base (e.g., in terms of
education, data and smartphone literacy, age, physical abilities). If you are aiming for
mass-market adoption, ensuring that 2/3 of your participants do not have a college
degree is important, as well as age, gender, and racial balancing to match the broader
population as closely as you can, as any of these demographic or cultural factors might
impact compliance rates and overall data quality.

An example of a feasibility study is the pilot for the Health Mashups project [85].
In this study, ten participants used a system to collect data about their wellbeing
from a variety of sensors for a 4-week baseline and 4-week study period. The goal was
to understand if participants would provide enough data for statistically significant
correlations to be made between streams of data, for example being able to tell a
participant that they walk less on hot days or that they gain weight on Sundays. A
reasonable amount of data was received from automatic tracking sources such as the
Fitbit for step count and the scale for weight, however the researchers discovered
that participants were not providing enough samples of manually logged data such as
food intake or mood. As a result, a new mechanism was designed using silent push
notifications for reminding participants to log these [6], which led to a significant
increase in logging in the full study [7]. Without this feasibility study and resulting
design change, time and money would have been wasted in running a larger and longer
behavior change focused study, as enough data would not have been provided for
these key aspects of wellbeing. This highlights the importance of checking more basic
goals in the framework before moving on to the more complex goals.

In Omnitrack [54], researchers explored how a flexible, personalized tracking
platform can support people’s diverse tracking goals. Using OmniTrack, participants
created their own tracking systems for a wide variety of goals (from tracking beer
drinking to quality of sleep) and used the trackers during the two-week field study.
The field study showed the feasibility of a personalized tracking approach in terms of
compliance and the amount of data collected. Correia et al. [29], in another example of
an evaluation to measure feasibility, had participants use a location-capturing app for
four days, and then looked to see if the data was sufficient to power their visualization
showing patterns of everyday life.

Whitlock et al. [91] illustrated another way to assess a visualization’s feasibility,
among other measures. The researchers developed a visual analytics system, deployed
on mobile devices, to assist with data gathering in the field in domains such as earth
science and emergency response. They used a form of expert review to evaluate their
prototype. More specifically, they demonstrated the system to ten field analysts and
had each work through example tasks and scenarios. Finally, the researchers conducted in-depth interviews with each analyst to gauge their response to and opinions about the system.

These examples highlight the need to ensure that mobile systems can capture enough data with high enough accuracy in order to power a particular mobile visualization. Ensuring the users or the device can, in typical use, provide meaningful amounts of data is critical before moving on to later, more complex goals. Most importantly, this step gives researchers an idea of the amount of data needed to power the system, such that later evaluations can be designed around typical data that the system would provide, and not idealistic designs that might be more precise or contain more data than the system would produce when running in the wild with a diverse population of users in everyday conditions.

6.5.4 Understanding

After knowing that gathering the data for a given visualization is feasible, it is then necessary to know if users can understand the data presented within that visualization. Beyond just perceiving differences in bars or data (e.g., the bar on the right is smaller than the one on the left), these evaluations seek to understand if typical users can understand what the data actually means (e.g., I walked fewer steps today compared to yesterday) for realistic data sets with data density similar to what was shown to be feasible.

Often, studies with these goals will deploy a combination of in-lab or online evaluation and short-term field studies with the goal of understanding how participants perceive the data that is shown. Can they answer specific questions about the data itself after seeing the visualization? Do they understand the meaning of the various bars or charts present in the visualization? Again, in these types of studies, it is important that the participants who participate are representative of your target user base. If you intend to release your system to the general public, that means that two-thirds of your participants should not have college degrees and they should span a wide range of ages and ethnic backgrounds. Since a significant proportion of adults cannot interpret a standard time-series graph [39], it is critical to get a sample of participants that matches the broader population for solutions intended to be used outside of elite circles of trained and data-literate professionals. As Peck et al. [69] show that including rural participants and those of varying educational and political backgrounds can yield diverse reactions to understanding and engaging with visualizations.

Simple studies can involve in-lab study or online studies that ask participants to onboard to a system via a natural means (e.g., downloading and installing an app, signing up on a website) and then looking at a visualization in the context of that experience and explaining what it is showing. Thereafter, specific pointed questions might be asked to ensure that participants understand what they are seeing. These types of studies can often be conducted with a few dozen diverse participants from outside of an academic environment.
On the other end of study complexity, systems can be deployed in the lives of users, and interviews can be conducted after a participant engages with a system for several days or weeks. This might be necessary if the data that is collected needs to be related to a user’s life, such as with health data such as step counts. Participants should be able to understand what a visualization says about their own life and activities, which might be easier than looking at abstract data in a lab setting that is not related to their own experience.

Examples of these types of studies include “When(ish) is my bus” [52], where participants saw a probabilistic distribution of bus arrival times. In this study, participants were asked real-world questions such as if they had enough time to get a coffee before the bus was likely to arrive, rating the chance that the bus would show up within the next 10 minutes. The researchers had 500 participants view this visualization online and respond to these questions about data understanding. Consolvo et al. [28] explored the understandability of their Ubifit Garden visualization, prior to a larger field study focused on behavior change, through an online survey with 75 diverse participants.

Another example of this style of testing is the evaluation conducted for the Tangere visualization system [78] running on iPad tablets. Tangere supported up to three simultaneous views of scatterplot, barchart, and line graph visualizations. In this evaluation [77], participants received a set of 12 tasks (questions to answer) about a beverage sales data set. What was unique about this evaluation was that it was a “discoverability-focused” study. The researchers argued that for mobile interfaces running on a tablet, most people would not spend time working through tutorials and user manuals. Instead, they would simply open the interface and start working. Thus, the researchers followed a protocol just like that—participants only had a very short exposure to the system interface before attempting the tasks. Ultimately, the study provided significant qualitative data about the discoverability, learnability, and usability of interface gestures in terms of supporting how data was understood, as well as insights about the design of specific interactive operations.

The evaluation of Tangere utilized minimal onboarding, instead focusing on discoverability. Brehmer et al. have conducted studies in which they introduced participants to a visualization with incremental tutorials and asked screening questions to assess whether the participants understood how to read the visualization before proceeding with the experimental tasks [12, 11]. Onboarding user interfaces and tutorial tasks are common in (mobile) games, and it is worth considering how visualization designers evaluate comparable aspects of mobile apps that feature visualization.

Studies focused on measuring user understanding can also include exploring how users understand limitations or missing data for responsive visualizations. As discussed in Chapter 2, the responsiveness of a mobile visualization is its ability to adapt to different screen sizes and configurations. Responsive visualization design strategies include reducing the amount of data to show, aggregation, and changing the encoding. The designers of a mobile visualization may wonder whether a user on a mobile interface that omits key data points comes to the same understanding of the data as a user who views that same dataset on a desktop interface. But how should one evaluate the responsiveness of visualization? An evaluation strategy could involve
quantifying the difference in the amount of information conveyed by visualization on a larger display and the amount of information conveyed on a mobile display. An example of this type of study is Schwab et al.’s evaluation of pan and zoom timelines and sliders in which they experimentally compare interaction alternatives on both desktop and mobile platforms [83].

The trickiest thing to get right with these types of studies is the research protocol. Making sure that questions are not leading, represent real world scenarios, and do not give away answers to future questions is key. The When(ish) is my bus study was a good example of this, asking real world questions about having enough time to get a coffee instead of priming users to understand that the visualization was showing variance in arrival time or giving hints about what either axis represented. Thinking about what you want the user to be able to accomplish with the visualization and ask about those real world goals instead of focusing on specifics of the visualization itself can ensure that you are measuring true user understanding of the visualization and not their ability to follow researcher directions.

6.5.5 Reflection and Insights

The utility of visualizations is greater than a mere conveyance of data. As shown in Table 6.1, many of the visualizations are designed to aid in awareness, decision making, or behavior change for the general audiences. Just because people can “comprehend” visualization does not necessarily mean that they can act on it. Visualizations may facilitate such transition from comprehension to action by supporting people to reflect on the data and generate insights from it. As such, we can assess visualizations’ effectiveness by measuring its ability to support the process of self-reflection [24] and insight generation [66].

Visualization systems’ capability to facilitate self-reflection has been studied in the personal data visualization contexts, in which people interact with the data about themselves, often with mobile and wearable devices. In prior works, researchers conceptualized different types of self-reflection (e.g., reflection-in-action vs. reflection-on-action [71]) and employed a variety of approaches to facilitate self-reflection, the outcome of which is personal insights. For example, Choe et al. designed a visual data exploration platform called Visualized Self that integrates personal data from multiple sources and promotes self-reflection [24]. Through an in-lab, think-aloud study, the researchers identified common personal insight types (e.g., external context, confirmation, contradiction, comparison, value judgment) people generated from interacting with Visualized Self. In Karkar et al.’s work, the authors proposed a framework for self-experimentation and designed a mobile application that provides personal insights on triggers for irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) [50]. In the same domain of providing individualized insights for IBS patients, Chung et al. explored the use of lightweight food diaries, which helped both patients and experts develop individualized, actionable plans and strategies [25]. In all of the works above, people’s active involvement in data collection and exploration were essential in promoting self-reflection, which led to personalized insights.
In the visualization community, North suggested “insight-based evaluation” as a practical alternative to traditional evaluation methods (e.g., usability test, controlled experiment) [66]. Insight-based evaluation aims to directly capture insight while preserving the positive aspects of the traditional evaluation methods: participants are given initial questions, but they are encouraged to freely explore the data going beyond the initial question until they feel that they have learned everything from a given dataset. During this task, participants—typically domain experts—verbalize their findings, which are later segmented as an insight occurrence and coded based on a variety of metrics, such as insight category, complexity, time to generate, and errors. Insight-based evaluation is in general more time consuming than traditional experiments for both evaluators and participants. However, it can provide rich understanding on visualization’s effectiveness in helping people generate insights.

While there is no seminal example of insight-based evaluation of mobile visualization, we believe such a method can be particularly helpful in evaluating domain-specific mobile information visualization targeting a specific group (e.g., patients, domain experts), or when there is no reasonable and fair counterpart to compare against the mobile device. For example, in evaluating personal informatics applications, we can tag insight-based evaluation onto a field deployment study, especially during the exit interview by asking what new insights the tool has enabled people to generate. In this way, participants can share new insights they gained throughout interacting with the new tool over a prolonged period, which can subsequently be analyzed based on the meaningful criteria for the domain.

6.5.6 Behavior Change

As with many interactive computing systems, the ultimate goal of many mobile visualizations is to assist people in achieving some goals through action. These goals and actions can vary greatly depending on the focus and purpose of the visualization. As a result, studies that focus on evaluating the impact of mobile visualizations on people’s actions vary in their characteristics. There are a number of considerations that often influence the design of evaluation studies that focus on influencing people’s action.

Depending on the type of action the visualizations aim to support, the timeframe of an evaluation study may vary from short-term to longitudinal. For example, for visualizations that aim to influence purchasing behaviors that are often made in the moment, evaluation studies could examine the immediate impact of visualization on individuals’ purchasing choice. Following this idea, Kalnikaite et al. evaluated the impact of ambient devices that deliver salient information while shopping on individuals’ purchases [48]; while this study included two separate shopping trips, the researchers captured each purchasing decision made while using the visualization. However, studies that focus on changing lifestyle behaviors and habits require considerably longer timeframes, on the order of months, as lifestyle behaviors change slowly. This applies, for example, to visualizations that target health behaviors, such as sleep, exercise, or diet. The evaluation study by King et al. [55] examined the
impact of mobile visualizations on individuals exercise and sleep pattern in a study that included a 3-week run-in period and 8-week evaluation period.

Another important consideration is the setting in which the study is conducted. To a large degree, studies that aim to examine the impact of mobile visualizations on actions, choices, and behaviors are conducted in naturalistic settings and in the context where such decisions are typically made [19]. This approach allows researchers to minimize the impact of laboratory settings and argue for ecological validity of their findings. While, arguably, it is possible to evaluate such impact in controlled settings, the ecological validity of such studies will be limited.

In some cases, achievement of goals can be measured with standardized and validated questionnaires, which could be deployed at the baseline and upon completion of the study. For example, if users’ goals include changes in psycho-social characteristics, such as self-efficacy, or changes in opinions and perceptions, such as satisfaction, there exist multiple validated questionnaires for measuring these outcomes in a reliable and consistent manner. However, oftentimes, for studies that target changes in users’ behaviors, it becomes necessary to capture these target behaviors and objectively assess individuals’ achievement of their goals. Gouveia et al. [40] evaluated the impact of a glanceable display of physical activity on individuals’ achievement of personal activity goals as measured by the number of steps captured in a 28-day study.

In cases when researchers wish to evaluate the ability of visualization to influence users’ behaviors, it is important to use a study design that allows one to differentiate between the impact of the visualization from other factors, for example from a simple influence of participating in a research study. In these cases, it often becomes necessary to introduce a control group, in which participants are exposed to all the other aspects of being in the study, but are not exposed to the mobile visualization under evaluation. Furthermore, randomizing participants into a control group and an experimental group helps to minimize potential differences between groups due to other factors, such as age, gender, or experience with technology. These study designs are typically called between-subject studies. An alternative approach allows researchers to use a single group, but randomize participants into receiving or not receiving an intervention, at different times, and comparing participants behaviors with and without the intervention [57]. These designs are often called micro-randomization. While these designs are not common for evaluating mobile visualizations, they are often used to evaluate other types of mobile technologies for behavior change. While not all evaluation studies rely on a comparison with a control group, simpler one-group pre-post study designs provide less reliable results.

Finally, another critical consideration is the strength of evidence needed to support researchers’ claims, which determines the scale of the study and the rigor with which it was conducted. If the main goal of the researchers is to assert whether the visualization can have the intended impact in a limited setting and under a certain set of conditions, they may be able to support these claims with a small study. The majority of studies of mobile visualizations we reviewed would fall into this category. However, stronger claims that may suggest that such visualizations are ready for wide-scale dissemination and adoption require larger-scale studies with tests of statistical significance of their results, and analysis of statistical power.
Of all the evaluation studies reviewed in this chapter, these studies are typically the most challenging and expensive to conduct. They require full implementation of the mobile visualization in a robust enough way to be used by multiple individuals over extended periods of time. Furthermore, they may require additional development costs if researchers wish to isolate the impact of the visualization itself from the impact of the application that hosts the visualization. In this case, the researchers may need two versions of the application, one with the visualization and one without. However, these types of evaluation studies also provide the most direct evidence as to the ability of mobile visualizations to achieve their intended purpose and help their users achieve their goals. At the same time, we urge researchers and practitioners to not jump into a study to assess a system’s impact on behavior change. As we discussed in Section 6.4, even though the system’s ultimate goal is to demonstrate behavior change in the long term, if a given system does not meet the basic goals, such as perception, usability, and feasibility, it will be very difficult to meet the more complex goals such as behavior change. Klasnja et al. also discuss the importance of separating these different goals for different stages of design and indicate that HCI contributions should focus on efficacy evaluations that are tailored to a specific behavior change technique because results from such studies can provide in-depth insights on why and how a certain design decision works [56].

6.6 DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we have reviewed a rich spectrum of goals for evaluating mobile visualizations that come from multiple academic disciplines. Each of these approaches can solve specific needs and research questions that projects may have in various states of their development. As more basic goals need to be met before more complex goals can be tackled, we hope that this review can encourage researchers to adapt methods from adjacent disciplines to move evaluation beyond one specific goal to explore more complex goals along the spectrum.

We have explored the new constraints that mobile brings to the evaluation of visualizations, including issues with data capture in the wild and the wide variety of different handsets that users might have (and their differences in screen resolution, size, brightness, default font size, and other device or user setting characteristics) that can add complexity to establishing validity of results for real-world situations.

In addition, when translating to mobile use by everyday people, some aspects of evaluation may need to be simplified from studies focused on desktop or large display-based visualizations aimed at professionals. Tasks such as identifying the extreme values (e.g., max, min) and trends are perhaps not the most important things to understand about a visualization in a mobile application intended for the mass-market. Instead, tasks for mobile visualization are more personal and about users being able to understand what the visualization means for their life over understanding raw numbers, identifying trends, or statistics.

We hope that researchers will use our framework and progression of goals in order to better align their evaluation with the stage of their research. By answering more basic questions first such as perception and feasibility, researchers can fail faster and
earlier in the process by understanding basic deficiencies in design before progressing
to longer multi-week field studies. This framework can also help researchers to better
tailor research methods to the specific stage of their development and types of research
questions that they seek to answer.

Finally, there are new considerations to take into account when conducting mobile
visualization research. The first is the participants that you choose to recruit. For
example, if your design is meant to be used by wider populations, ensuring that your
participants have a variety of educational backgrounds and that they are varied in
age and are gender-balanced can help ensure that your design can be used by all.
Whereas traditional visualization evaluations typically employ targeted recruiting
(e.g., those with a certain level of visualization literacy, college/graduate students,
data analysts), recruiting a broader spectrum of user groups may be important for
evaluating mobile applications that convey quantitative information pertaining to
weather, news, personal health, finance, and other topics of pertinence to the wider
population.

Second, there may be additional safety and human subjects considerations to take
into account. If you are collecting data over multiple weeks from a user’s own handset,
laws such as GDPR [35] and CCPA [5] might apply. You may need to make sure data
is anonymized and encrypted in transit and stored in a safe location with limited
access. The data you are collecting might also be sensitive, potentially including health
or location data of the user. Participants’ physical safety may be another concern if
you are having them use your design while walking or exercising.

However, regardless of these potential difficulties, we would like to stress that real
world conditions are so different from a lab, and that learnings from evaluation in
real contexts are so important that giving up the control of a lab experiment is often
the best course. Having real users engage with a visualization using their own data in
their own settings on their own devices can show you if your visualization is valid for
real people in the world, which is much more powerful than stating that it only works
in a very controlled lab setting for a very biased subset of the population.

We hope that this framework of six evaluation goals can help researchers to pick
the best methods for their goals, and to answer research questions related to goals in
a logical order as their project progresses.
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